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The Advisory Board 

Accountant in Bankruptcy, Kilwinning 

Wednesday 8 November 2017 at 10:30 

 
Present: 
  

 

Richard Dennis (RD) The Accountant in Bankruptcy and  
Agency Chief Executive (Chair) 

John Cook (JC) Executive Director of Case Operations 
Yvonne MacDermid (YM) Non-executive Board Member 
Laurie Manson (LM) Non-executive Board Member 
Mike Norris (MN) Non-executive Board Member 
Bryan Jackson (BJ) Non-executive Board Member 
  
In attendance:  

Amanda Dowse (AD) Head of Finance 
Lisa Shaw (LS) Head of Governance 
Stuart Riddell (SR) Secretary 
Ross Kilpatrick (RK) Observer – AiB Insolvency Registrations 
  
Apologies:  
  
Amy Burns (AB) Observer – AiB Trust Deeds 
 
 
Welcome, introduction, apologies, acceptance of previous minutes and matters 
arising from previous minutes 
 
1. The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies were noted from  
Amy Burns who was to be observing. There were no previous actions. 
 
2. The previous minutes were agreed. Under paragraph 18, JC requested 
clarification of the level of additional detail wanted for future DAS variations data. MN 
agreed to liaise directly with JC to confirm this. 
 
Action Point: John Cook and Mike Norris to confirm level of additional detail to 
be included in DAS variations reporting.    

 
Declaration of any conflict of interest 
 
3. BJ informed he was on the ICAS investigations committee but that there was 
no conflict. There were no new conflicts declared by members. All member interests 
are recorded on the public facing register of interests on AiB’s website.  
  
Chief Executive update 
 
4. JC informed that case numbers had increased on the same period last year 
but were lower than last quarter. Compared to Q2 2016-17 bankruptcies had 
increased 5%, PTDs 9% and DAS DPPs 9%. He continued that numbers remained 
difficult to predict. The recent interest rate increase was described as modest and as 
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such the impact of the rise was unknown. RD added that there remained a high level 
of creditor forbearance on debt. AD asked about varying volumes of local authority 
creditor petitions. JC informed that most local authorities went through a cyclical 
process when addressing debt so any surges were not unusual. RD added that local 
authorities were one of the highest sources of creditor petitions, however, this was 
not typical of all local authorities and he would seek to understand the reasons for 
this disparity through SG contacts. BJ asked if there were any staffing issues in 
handling case volumes. JC informed that case operations processes had recently 
been reviewed with a number of team adjustments but that even with contracting staff 
numbers there remained sufficient resource.  
 
5. RD gave a general update on the forthcoming budget and on AiB fees. He 
also informed the Advisory Board of a forthcoming directors meeting on consumer 
protection. From a stakeholder perspective he noted the future introduction of open 
banking, increased FCA activity, and the change in interest rate. YM asked if there 
was any impact due to budget expectations on the new DAS Hub. AD informed that 
some spend had been brought forward to mitigate any future risk. 
 
Financial monitoring report TAB(17-18)17 
 
6. AD introduced the report. She informed that at the end of quarter 2 the Agency 
was in a good overall position with positive spend variance of £273k, mainly due to 
continued higher than forecast RPPs. The spend forecast for the end of the financial 
year is £712k with reduced PTD supervision income expected in the second half of 
the year and underspends in areas such as accommodation and IT costs due to 
timings of the expenditure. All income streams will continue to be monitored and 
forecasts adjusted as necessary. AD further discussed the DAS spend brought 
forward and informed that the main spends in quarter 2 had been on case 
management systems BASYS and ASTRA and on IT hardware.  
 
7. AD told the Advisory Board that third party funds were down. Sequestration 
funds reduced by £1.2m as a result of funds being paid as refunds to the public purse 
and dividends to creditors. Consigned funds had increased by £0.3m from the 
previous quarter with £180k being uplifted by TIX during the quarter. MN and BJ 
opened general discussion on uplift of funds by creditors of consigned funds. JC 
noted that consigned funds were predominantly from PTDs. Discussion on the 
process concluded that it was predominantly a historic issue and that there remained 
challenge in identifying some creditors. BJ asked if there was any merit in obtaining a 
more detailed breakdown of the relevant information. JC agreed to obtain further 
statistics to interrogate for patterns. JC provided further information on Agency 
actions being taken to reduce the number of older cases, noting key reasons for 
cases remaining open were pension issues, property issues and litigation.    
  
Action Point – John Cook to obtain further statistical data on uplift of 
consignations and look for trends 
 
8. LM asked why there was an increase in bank account numbers. AD agreed 
that she would investigate the reasons for this. 
 
Action Point – Amanda Dowse to clarify reasons for increase in bank accounts. 
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9. AD informed that aged debt (over 30 days) was £476k at the end of quarter 2 
with the highest proportion of this (£221k) at between 30 and 60 days. AD informed 
that future reports would combine Carrington Dean and Creditfix under one heading. 
The AiB’s finance team had been in correspondence with the Creditfix accounts team 
and had re-presented all outstanding invoices. The group noted that the outstanding 
balance continued to turnover. YM raised the question of insolvency practitioners’ 
ethics where debts were not being paid. JC added that one particular RPP had been 
approached but appeared  reluctant to support action. YM asked whether AiB was 
having to apply unnecessary resource when others were at fault. BJ asked if there 
was any other leverage and reiterated that a statutory demand was still an option as 
it would serve as a signal. JC informed that there was increased dialogue, and that 
AiB hoped to resolve any issues without resorting to statutory demands.   
 
Off agenda item 
 
10. AD gave a brief update to the Advisory Board on recent discussion with AiB’s 
external auditor Grant Thornton. She informed that AD and SR had met with Megan 
Dallas of Grant Thornton whilst lead auditor Gareth Kelly had dialled in to the 
discussion. The 2016-17 audit had been discussed and plans to improve the process 
for 2017-18. A file sharing site had been set up and a more open communication had 
been agreed. There was to be no interim audit in 2017-18 and the audit plan had yet 
to be agreed. Initial fieldwork was to commence in December. AD further informed 
that all actions from the 206-17 audit had been completed. 
 
Agency quarterly report and performance dashboard TAB(17-18)18a,b 
 
11. LS introduced the quarterly performance report on business objectives and 
supporting activities, inviting questions from the Board. MN sought clarification on 
what the AiB Knowledge Hub was. LS explained that it was a central resource of 
case studies and case related decisions. LS informed the Advisory Board that figures 
on complaints reflected those made against providers and not AiB itself. There 
followed brief discussion on AiB’s website activity noting the average length of time 
spent during each site visits. 
 
Q3 Corporate risk register TAB(17-18)19 
 
12. LS informed that all risks were in hand and that the only quarterly movement 
had been an expected reduction in the finance risk. RD gave a brief update on the 
different consultations active and pending that could potentially have an impact on 
Risk 1, reputational risk due to opposition to policies. YM observed that opposition 
usually arises when changes are made. MN said that it was important not to get 
caught up in addressing negative stakeholder views when these were usually 
balanced by positive viewpoints. 
  
HR dashboard(17-18)20 
 
13. LS introduced the HR dashboard for discussion. She informed that the 
average sickness days for AiB had increased to 9.8 but this was symptomatic of a 
decreasing headcount and increasing proportion of part-time staff combined with a 
number of staff who had been on long-term sickness absence. The absences were 
more predominant with A-band staff. The main cause for absences across the 
Agency was stress at 29% of known reasons, up from 23% the previous reporting 
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period. The percentage of zero absenters had decreased from 34% in the previous 
reporting period to 29.4%. The overall Agency headcount was below 140 and LS said 
that AiB was looking at the possibility of recruiting.   
 
Terms of reference TAB(17-18)10 
 
14. LS introduced the draft terms of reference updated to more accurately reflect 
the role of the Advisory Board. Recommendations were made to include a provision 
for discussions outside of meetings to include telephone discussion and e-mail 
correspondence by exception. Clear notes on declaration of interest should be added 
and provision for annual reviews.  
 
Action Point: Stuart Riddell to incorporate recommendations and distribute to 
Advisory Board for comment.  
 
High equity property in trust deeds TAB(17-18)10 
 
15. JC told the Advisory Board about the trend high equity trust deeds. He 
explained that meetings had been held with high volume firms to clearly explain the 
measures that would need to be taken in order to get a trust deed protected. There 
has been a decrease in the number of cases with high equity, going from 24% down 
to 18.5%. It was yet uncertain as to whether this had been a result of the meetings. 
JC further informed that balance sheet solvent numbers were decreasing and that 
AiB would continue to monitor activity. A market shift in protected trust deed debt 
levels was noted with more cases in the £5-£10k total debt bracket. An outcome of 
these lower debt trust deeds was that fewer payments were being made to creditors. 
YM asked if the trust deed market was driven by lead generators and how many 
people could have been entered into a DAS DPP as a more viable alternative. JC 
agreed that this appeared to be the case, the costs associated with lead generators, 
and customers not being offered the full range of debt solution options. BJ informed 
that these issues continued to be raised at the Insolvency Committee and that FCA 
intervention may be the only practical route to address firms not providing debtors 
with an option. The Advisory Board briefly discussed creditor consent for life 
insurance and the related areas impacted by the approach taken with these. 
 
AOB, Thanks and Actions 
 
16. BJ brought a letter he had received to the Advisory Board’s attention. The 
letter asked if he (as trustee in the case) still held an interest in an asset. The case in 
question was 27 years ago. 
 
17. The Advisory Board briefly discussed the previous weeks AiB Audit Committee 
meeting. More detail on the value added work promised by the external auditor Grant 
Thornton was sought and Gareth Kelly should be asked to provide this.  
 
Action Point: Gareth Kelly to provide update on value added work carried out 
by Grant Thornton. 
 
Key messages 
 
18. YM on behalf of the Advisory Board noted congratulations should be extended 
to the finance team for getting through the end-of-year accounts process and audit 
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whilst under a major resource challenge. She also said that the Agency was 
performing well and that all risks were being well managed. 
 
Action 1:  John Cook to obtain further statistical data on uplift of consignations 
and look for trends 
 
Action 2: Amanda Dowse to clarify reasons for increase in bank accounts. 
 
Action 3: Stuart Riddell to incorporate recommendations into Terms of 
Reference and distribute to Advisory Board for comment. 
 
Action 4: Consigned funds and accounts to be added to agenda for next 
Advisory Board meeting. 
 
Action 5: Gareth Kelly to provide update on value added work carried out by 
Grant Thornton. 
 
 
The date of the next meeting is 8th February 2018 
 
 
Stuart Riddell 
Secretary  
8 November 2017 


